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CEO’s That Focus on ROIC Outperform
“The heads of many companies are not skilled in capital allocation. Their inadequacy is not surprising because
most bosses rise to the top because they have excelled in an area such as marketing, production, engineering,
administration or, sometimes, institutional politics.”
-Warren Buffett, 1987 letter to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders
The Oracle of Omaha observed the lack of emphasis on capital allocation over 30 years ago, and since then, it
seems that little changed. A 2015 Harvard Business Review article entitled “CEO’s Don’t Care Enough About
Capital Allocation” found that hardly any top CEO’s talked about return on invested capital (ROIC).
Just two year earlier, in 2013, a McKinsey survey found that only 16% of board members completely understood
how their companies created value. It’s no wonder that CEO’s don’t care about capital allocation when the board
members that hold them accountable don’t understand the fact that ROIC is the primary driver of value creation.
However, the tide seems to be turning in recent years. The success of companies that prioritize capital
allocation, along with pressure from the investment community, has led to a greater emphasis on ROIC among
executives. This trend should increase the efficiency of the capital markets and create opportunities for investors
to benefit from improved corporate governance.
CEOs Are Starting to Care About ROIC Because Institutional Investors Care
ROIC has become a more common word in corporate America over the past three years. In 2016, The Wall
Street Journal declared ROIC “The Hottest Metric in Finance.” Proxy advisor Institutional Shareholder Services
recently bought EVA Dimensions so that it could offer more than just unscrubbed accounting metrics. JPMorgan
Chase (JPM) CEO Jamie Dimon called out ROIC as a key driver of value in his 2018 letter to shareholders.
From 2014 to 2016, the percentage of companies that tied executive pay to capital allocation measures rose
from 21% to 30%.
The buy-side investment community deserves the majority of the credit for this improvement. A 2016 survey of
buy-side investors found that ROIC was their favorite metric to link management pay to company performance,
as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The Buy-Side’s Favorite Performance Metrics

Sources: Rivel Research
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A number of factors, from the rise of passive investing and self-directed trading to regulations put in place after
the financial crisis, have decreased the influence of sell-side research shops over the past decade. In their place,
the buy-side has grown in influence and shifted the emphasis away from the unscrubbed accounting measures
(which are easily manipulated) beloved by Wall Street and more towards the true drivers of value creation.
Few people on the buy-side have articulated this shift as clearly as BlackRock (BLK) CEO Larry Fink, who wrote
in his annual letter to CEOs:
“We recognize that the market is far more comfortable with 10Qs and colored proxy cards than complex strategy
discussions. But a central reason for the rise of activism – and wasteful proxy fights – is that companies have not
been explicit enough about their long-term strategies.”
In other words, companies that focus on hitting quarterly earnings targets instead of driving long-term
improvements in shareholder value should not be surprised to find themselves targeted by activist shareholders
– like the ones that forced General Motors (GM) to adopt ROIC as a key performance metric in 2014.
Despite these improvements, there’s still a large disconnect between CEOs and investors regarding the
importance of ROIC. 77% of buy-side investors favor ROIC as a performance metric while only 30% approve of
EPS. Meanwhile, 63% of companies link long-term executive compensation to earnings while only 30% link
compensation to ROIC. As the quote at the beginning of this article shows, corporate America’s ignorance in
capital allocation goes back decades. Refocusing executives on the real drivers of value will take more than just
a few years.
Why ROIC Matters – The Link to Value Creation
Even though the increased attention on ROIC 1 is relatively recent, the ability of a company to earn a return on
capital greater than its cost of capital has long been understood to be the primary driver of value creation.
Warren Buffett has consistently communicated this fact as central to his success, and in the 1990’s a variety of
consulting firms rose to prominence by pitching ROIC-based models.
More recently, a 2012 McKinsey study of the capital allocation decisions of global companies found that
companies that aggressively reallocate capital to the highest return segments outperform over the long-term.
Ernst & Young leverages our research to tell a similar story. Figure 2 compares S&P 500 companies on the
basis of ROIC and enterprise value/invested capital (a cleaner version of price to book). It finds that ROIC
explains 57% of the difference in valuation for the S&P 500.
Figure 2: ROIC vs. Enterprise Value/Invested Capital for the S&P 500

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings
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Ernst & Young’s recent white paper “Getting ROIC Right” proves the superiority of our holdings research and analytics.
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Notably, other metrics such as EPS, return on equity, and EBITDA show much weaker links to valuation.
Companies that incentivize executives to chase these metrics are doing a poor job of aligning management with
the interests of shareholders.
Focus on ROIC Mitigates Downside Risk
Companies that focus on ROIC thrive in all markets, but they especially outperform in down markets. It’s no
coincidence that the only S&P 500 stocks to go up 10% or more in 2008 were companies that earned
consistently high ROICs. Momentum can boost unprofitable companies in a bull market, but when the market
starts to drop cash flow becomes key.
In addition, an emphasis on ROIC prevents overinvestment in low-return projects that destroy long-term
shareholder value. During bull markets, many executives overpay for acquisitions or overinvest in segments just
to meet EPS growth targets. As long as markets and the economy are strong, firms often won’t face direct
consequences for this misallocation of capital. When the economy turns south, though, these low-return
investments become millstones around their neck dragging the stock down.
For example, during the economic recovery from 2009 to 2014, the 66 oil and gas services companies we cover
increased their invested capital by 110% on aggregate. These companies were already failing to earn an
adequate return on their investments – after-tax operating profit (NOPAT) only increased 42% over the same
timeframe – but high oil prices kept their businesses profitable.
When commodities prices fell, these investments went from merely overpriced to being major money losers. The
economic earnings of the sector turned negative – meaning ROIC was below the cost of capital (WACC) – and
the iShares US Oil Equipment ETF (IEZ) is down 40% over the past 5 years.
However, not all companies in the industry participated in this overinvestment. Core Laboratories (CLB), which
began tying compensation to ROIC in 2010, increased its invested capital by just 39% between 2009-2014. The
company improved its ROIC from 24% to 40% over the same time.
As the industry conditions grew more challenging, CLB doubled-down on its focus on ROIC. In its 2014 proxy
statement, CLB mentioned ROIC eight times. In 2018, that number increased to 39. On top of the focus on its
own ROIC, CLB began highlighting the ROIC improvement for its clients. From CEO David Demshur on the
companies Q2 2018 earnings call:
“Core's clients see the largest potential increases in their ROICs, tied to boosting recovery rates from
unconventional reservoirs.”
CLB’s executives understand not just how to create value for their shareholders, but also how to create value for
the company’s clients. As a result, CLB has maintained a double-digit ROIC and positive economic earnings
throughout the commodities rout, and its stock is down just 26% over the past five years compared to a 40%
decline for the industry as a whole. A focus on ROIC can’t make a company immune to economic conditions, but
it can significantly mitigate the downside risk.
Shifting Focus to ROIC Leads to Outperformance
Changes in executive compensation plans don’t often generate much hype, but they can have a major impact on
returns. From 2010-2014, GM and Ford (F) had almost identical stock price returns. As mentioned above, in
2014 GM responded to activist pressure by linking executive compensation to ROIC. That same year, the
company appointed as its CEO Mary Barra, who has been described by journalists as being “laser-focused” on
ROIC.
Over the past five years, GM is up 5% while Ford is down 42%.
Notably, GM’s focus on ROIC has not led to underinvestment in future growth, which is a concern that critics of
using ROIC often raise. Since 2013, GM has increased its invested capital by 30% and made key long-term
investments, such as the production of electric vehicles and the acquisition of self-driving startup Cruise. Figure
3 shows how GM’s investment has helped it establish a leading position in the self-driving space.
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Figure 3: GM Is a Leader in Self-Driving Technology

Sources: Navigant Research

Barra financed these investments by reallocating capital away from low return segments. She sold
underperforming brands like Opel/Vauxhall and cut back exposure to unprofitable markets like Russia, South
Africa, and Australia. Bloomberg reporter David Welch profiled Barra’s capital reallocation in 2017, writing:
“Barra has sold or closed 13 plants and walked away from five markets boasting about 26 million in total vehicle
sales annually since she became CEO ... in 2014.”
Barra’s strategy has paid off. GM has earned a cumulative $15.8 billion in economic earnings over the past four
years, more than triple Ford’s $5.1 billion. We highlighted GM’s excellent corporate governance and cheap
valuation in our Long Idea on the stock in March, and it remains in our Focus List – Long Model Portfolio.
The Consequences of Ignoring ROIC: A Tale of Two Corporate Giants
While companies that focus on ROIC can thrive, companies that ignore the key driver of long-term value create
significant risk for shareholders. Two years ago, we noted that General Electric (GE) was significantly overvalued
based on its ROIC, and we argued that if the company didn’t focus on improving its ROIC it could lose up to
$125 billion in market cap.
As it turned out, we were wrong. GE didn’t lose $125 billion in market value – it lost over $160 billion, or more
than half its market cap.
Rather than use the proceeds from the sale of GE Capital to invest in a digital overhaul of its business as we
suggested, GE spent $22 billion on stock buybacks in 2016 alone. These buybacks helped boost EPS, which
allowed executives to earn their bonuses that year, but failed to address the long-term issues with ROIC. As a
result, GE’s ROIC dropped from 3% when we wrote our article to -1% over the last twelve months.
Now, under new CEO John Flannery, GE may finally begin the process of addressing its core problems. The
Wall Street Journal reported last October that Flannery was working with the board to change the company’s
compensation plans to “better align the team with investors.”
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The contrast between GM and GE – two iconic American companies facing serious threats to their business –
shows why ROIC is so important. One company prioritized ROIC over accounting earnings, sold off
underperforming segments, and successfully invested in its future. The other company focused on buying back
shares to hit EPS goals and ignored the decline in its ROIC.
As a result, GM is thriving while GE recently replaced its CEO and half its board after losing $160 billion in
market value. That turnover, more than anything, explains why CEO’s are focusing more on ROIC: if they don’t,
they might not be CEO for much longer.
How Investors Can Profit From ROIC
The slow shift in focus to ROIC creates opportunities for investors. Many market participants still fail to recognize
the importance of aligning executives with long-term shareholder value, which means that companies like GM
remain cheap.
At its current valuation of ~$37/share, GM as a price to economic book value (the zero-growth value of the
business) of 0.6, which implies that the market expects NOPAT to permanently decline by 40%. Even if NOPAT
declines by 2% compounded annually for the next five years, the stock is worth $75/share today, double the
current stock price. See the math behind this dynamic DCF scenario here.
We believe that linking ROIC to corporate governance and executive compensation is an underrated competitive
advantage. We created the Exec Comp Aligned with ROIC Model Portfolio to give investors exposure to highly
profitable, undervalued companies with excellent corporate governance. 2
We’ve also written up Long Ideas on several of the stocks in this model portfolio. One of the first stocks in the
portfolio we featured was auto-parts supplier Lear Corp (LEA). Since our article in July 2016, LEA is up 55% vs.
a 30% gain for the S&P 500. Other stocks from the portfolio that have been featured include:
•
•
•
•

Colgate-Palmolive (CL)
PepsiCo (PEP)
Hasbro (HAS)
NVR Inc. (NVR)

Since its inception in May of 2016, the Exec Comp Model Portfolio has performed in-line with the S&P 500 (both
up 28%). This portfolio gives investors protection during downturns without sacrificing gains during a bull market.
Even outside of the model portfolio, we incorporate analysis of ROIC and corporate governance into all of our
long and short ideas. Flagging misaligned executive compensation plans helps us warn investors to avoid stocks
that are due for a crash, such as Valeant (VRX).
Focusing on ROIC can be a competitive advantage for investors as well as CEO’s. There’s a lot of noise in the
market, from manipulated earnings announcements to baseless sell-side price targets and Jim Cramer rants.
Investors that cut through the noise to understand a company’s ability to generate long-term improvements in
ROIC can identify high-quality companies at undervalued prices and protect their portfolios from potential
blowups.
This article originally published on August 1, 2018.
Disclosure: David Trainer, Kyle Guske II, and Sam McBride receive no compensation to write about any specific
stock, style, or theme.
Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and StockTwits for real-time alerts on all our research.

2

Harvard Business School features the powerful impact of our research automation technology in the case New Constructs: Disrupting
Fundamental Analysis with Robo-Analysts.
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New Constructs® - Research to Fulfill the Fiduciary Duty of Care
Ratings & screeners on 3000 stocks, 450 ETFs and 7000 mutual funds help you make prudent
investment decisions.
New Constructs leverages the latest in machine learning to analyze structured and unstructured
financial data with unrivaled speed and accuracy. The firm's forensic accounting experts work
alongside engineers to develop proprietary NLP libraries and financial models. Our investment ratings
are based on the best fundamental data in the business for stocks, ETFs and mutual funds. Clients
include many of the top hedge funds, mutual funds and wealth management firms. David Trainer, the
firm's CEO, is regularly featured in the media as a thought leader on the fiduciary duty of care,
earnings quality, valuation and investment strategy.

To fulfill the Duty of Care, research should be:
1. Comprehensive - All relevant publicly-available (e.g. 10-Ks and 10-Qs) information has been
diligently reviewed, including footnotes and the management discussion & analysis (MD&A).
2. Un-conflicted - Clients deserve unbiased research.
3. Transparent - Advisors should be able to show how the analysis was performed and the data
behind it.
4. Relevant - Empirical evidence must provide tangible, quantifiable correlation to stock, ETF or
mutual fund performance.

Value Investing 2.0: Diligence Matters: Technology is Key to Value Investing With Scale
Accounting data is only the beginning of fundamental research. It must be translated into economic
earnings to truly understand profitability and valuation. This translation requires deep analysis of
footnotes and the MD&A, a process that our robo-analyst technology empowers us to perform for
thousands of stocks, ETFs and mutual funds.
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DISCLOSURES
New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no management
ties to the companies it covers. None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’
affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers. New Constructs does not perf orm any
investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading
whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the company are
bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was under consideration
for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs issues a report on
that security.

DISCLAIMERS
The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report
may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such
investments or investment services.
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results
that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions
contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New
Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the
information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared
them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipien t of this report.
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making
any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material,
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at
your own risk.
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered in
any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks,
service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New Constructs.
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved.
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